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The study of satellite images provides a way to monitor changes in the surface of the                
Earth and the atmosphere. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have shown accurate           
results in solving practical problems in multiple fields. Some of the more recognized             
fields using CNNs are ​satellite imagery processing, ​medicine, communication,         
transportation, and computer vision. Despite the success of CNNs, there remains a            
need to explain the network predictions further and understand what the network is             
determining as valuable information.  
 
There are several frameworks and methodologies developed to explain how CNNs           
predict outputs and what their internal representations are [1, 4, 12, 25, 27, 30, 32]. A                
technique developed by Bash et al. [1] called ​Layer-Wise Relevance Propagation (LRP)            
back propagates the resulting classification scores through the network until it reaches            
the input layer. The resultant scores at the input layer are called ​the relevance of the                
image and represent the contribution per pixel towards the final classification. LRP is             
used in our work to optimize a proposed network and moreover, analyze the relevance              





Given the nature of satellite images, it is not possible to rely on subjective descriptions               
of relevant regions. A novel technique is developed in this Thesis to overcome the              
challenge. This technique allows us to describe qualitatively and quantitatively the           
regions that are shown as relevant by LRP. The technique relies on the analysis of the                
Near Infra-red (NIR) band and its relevant areas to understand the classification given             
by the network. Regions of vegetation are found to be relevant, and its significance is               


















As space agencies have improved their observational capabilities, satellites have           
become an essential means of obtaining images globally. These images allow the            
monitoring of dust, haze, smoke, clouds, fog, winds, vegetation, and more. Satellite            
imagery is useful for comparing climate variability, changes in the Earth's surface as             
well as finding information on cloud motion. It helps meteorologists monitoring and            
forecasting severe weather and hurricanes.  
Studies based on satellite imagery have been beneficiated with the most popular            
scientific research trend in the last decade: Machine Learning. Krizhevsky et al. [14]             
brought interest into CNNs and designed AlexNet, a CNN architecture that showed            
significant improvement in image classification for ​ImageNet Large Scale Visual          
Recognition Challenge in 2012, followed by other architectures like ZFNet [15] in 2013,             
GoogleNet [16] in 2014, VGGNet [17] in 2014, and ResNet [18] in 2018. This              
Architectures showed improvements in error rates from an earlier 26.4% down to 15.3%             
in AlexNet and then down to 3.57% in ResNet. Currently, CNNs are used in a wide                
range of fields like medicine, healthcare, computer vision, and natural language           
processing, and are found to give the most accurate results in solving real-world             
problems. 
Convolutional Neural Networks have been used with Satellite Imagery to identify           
patterns in urban environments [19], to detect and track deforestation in the Amazon             
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Basin [20], for the detection of informal settlements [21], to find the locations of objects               
such as water resources, forests and urban areas [22], for image classification [23, 24]              
and many other applications. 
 
As the popularity of CNN has increased, the need for explaining its predictions has              
intensified as well. Several methods have been developed to interpret the internal            
operations and behavior of CNNs, to understand their performance beyond the           
trial-and-error process, and to improve CNN's architecture. ​Deconvnet [25] was          
developed to understand why Neural Networks exhibit high accuracy by visualizing           
input patterns that activate features throughout the CNN layers on Caltech-101 and            
Caltech-256 datasets [26]. ​Guided Backpropagation in [27] visualizes features learned          
by CNNs on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 [28], and ImageNet [29] datasets. A relevance            
propagation approach based on deep Taylor decomposition that decomposes the          
network classification decision into contributions of its input elements [30] on MNIST[31]            
and ImageNet[29]. ​Network Dissection [32] finds internal representations of the network           
on ImageNet [29], Places205 [33] and Places365 [34]. ​Layer-Wise Relevance          
Propagation in [1] determines and visualizes the contribution per pixels towards the            
classification on PASCAL[35], MNIST[31], and ImageNet[39] benchmark datasets. 
 
Datasets like CIFAR-100 [28], ImageNet [29], MNIST [31], Places205 [33], Places365           
[34] and PASCAL [35] have distinguishable objects in the images and possess            
characteristics like lines, corners, edges and other components. These characteristics          
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make it easier to subjectively understand the regions highlighted as meaningful in the             
CNN classification process by methods introduced in [1, 25, 27, 30 or 32].  
In our work presented in this Thesis, the satellite images evaluated are from SAT4 and               
SAT6 datasets [2]. The nature of these datasets is different from the ones used in [1,                
25, 27, 30, 32]. SAT4 and SAT6 images tend to have low contrast and monotonous               
colors, and the boundaries of objects are not clear. Also, images in these datasets show               
weather conditions like clear days, clouds, fog, or haze as well as artifacts that appear               
to be light reflection. These characteristics make it difficult for a human to distinguish              
with certainty among trees, grass-covered areas, covered land, or barren land.           
Moreover, it makes a more challenging task to subjectively describe relevant segments            
when applying the Layer-Wise Relevance Propagation method [1]. 
 
A. Datasets 
SAT4 and SAT6 datasets were extracted and processed by Basu et al. in [2]. These                
datasets are originated from a more extensive dataset produced by the National            
Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) [20]. SAT4 and SAT6 are composed of small            
image patches (28x28x4) sampled from images of the State of California in NAIP. The              
images cover a multitude of scenes with different landscapes like rural areas, urban             
areas, densely forested, mountainous terrain, small to large water bodies, agricultural           





SAT-4 contains 500,000 images from which 400,000 are for training and 100,000 for              
testing. Classes included are ​Barren land, Trees, Grassland​, and all other land cover             
areas under a class named ​None​. SAT-6 has 405,000 images where 324,000 are for              
training and 81,000 for testing. It includes six categories; ​Buildings, Barren Land, Trees,             
Grassland, Roads, and Water Bodies​. The images in both datasets are of size 28x28x4              
composed of red, green, blue, and NIR bands. A NIR band contains meaningful             
information, given that vegetated areas appear bright in this band due to the high              
reflectance of leaves in the near-infrared wavelength region [36]. 
 
B. Layer-wise Relevance Propagation 
Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) technique was proposed in [1] by Bach, et al.              
to understand the classification decision of nonlinear classifiers in machine learning by            
pixel-wise decomposition. LRP is suitable for CNNs given that these classifiers are            
kernel-based and composed by multiple layers. In CNNs, the input images constitute            
the first layer of the network, and the last layer is composed of the resulting scores for                 
classification.  
 
As a general idea, LRP starts at the top layer and maps its prediction values back                
through the network until it reaches the input layer following a conservation constraint             
[4]. At a local level, the total amount of the scores arriving at a node should be the same                   
as what is outgoing from the same node. This conservation constraint ensures that the              
total score propagated from the top layer is equal to the amount that reaches the input                
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layer. In theory, the conservation property of LRP is implemented by a set of              
propagation rules defined in [1]. For networks with special layers, there are established             
stricter rules to maintain the conservation property [4, 12]. The general equation for             
conservation property is shown in Equation 1; is the relevance (score) at node        R k 
(l+1) 
        k  
in layer . is equivalent to the sum of the relevance of nodes in layer  l 1)( +    R k 
(l+1) 
            i    l  




EQUATION 1. ​Relevance Conservation Property 
 
When an input is passed forward through a CNN, this input will make key neurons to fire                 
along the way. According to what the model has learned in the training phase, these               
activations will influence the classification. Making use of CNN's graph structure, LRP            
takes the classification score and propagates it back through the nonlinear classifier            
network. Equation 2 presents a naive case of LRP. At the top layer, the final score is                 
multiplied by the weights, further normalized, and the activations at every node in the              
previous layer scale the resulting value. The relevance of node depends on the           r i 
 
    
activations and the weights. The backpropagation is continued from layer to layer            
following the conservation properties until reaching the input layer. A theoretical           
explanation for this process based on Taylor Decomposition is explained by Montavon            





EQUATION 2. ​Naive Case for Relevance Propagation 
 
 
The resulting propagated values at the input layer represent the relevance of every pixel              
and its contribution to the classification. A pixel with a negative value speaks against the               
classification, and pixels with positive values support the final result. The resulting            
relevance can be visualized with heatmaps allowing to observe the essential features of             
the input image that caused the network to make a particular prediction [12]. 
 
Lapuschkin et al. developed the LRP-Toolbox framework [3], code available in Matlab            
and Python and is used for explaining the predictions of the pre-trained state of the art                
Caffe networks (Lapuschkin et al. 2016). A derivation of this platform is '​Interpret             
Tensor' ​[7] that computes LRP in Tensorflow. The Tensorflow wrapper has different            
types of LRP implementations: ​LRP-epsilon according to equation (58) in [1], ​LRP-ww            
according to equation (12) in [5], ​LRP-alphabeta ​according to equation (60) in [1]. The              
proposed Layer-wise Relevance methods are built on top of a pre-trained network. In             
LRP-epsilon (Equation 3), the relevance in a node is decomposed into the values sent              
to the lower layer following the conservation property of the propagation. The ratio             
between the local (z​j​) and global pre-activations (z​ij​) in a layer are calculated, and for               
minimal values of local pre-activations, a stabilizer (ɛ) is added to ensure bounded             
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values of the propagated relevances R​i←j from node ​(j) to node ​(i) The other mentioned               
implementations follow a similar procedure with additional restriction rules. 
 
 
EQUATION 3. ​LRP-epsilon. eq(58) [1] 
 
 
From the LRP-epsilon equation, represents the relevance from layer (l+1) to      R i←j 
(l, l+1) 
 
       
layer (l) for values of relevance from neurons j to i. In our present work, the Tensorflow                 
wrapper for LRP Toolbox is used with the ​epsilon implementation to evaluate satellite             
imagery, as explained in section II.  
 
Alber et al. [6] tested LRP against the ​sensitivity-based approach [13] and the             
deconvolution method [15]. Alber found that LRP provided a better explanation of what             
made a CNN arrive at a particular classification decision. Also, the technique performed             
better in complex Deep Neural Networks when compared to other methods.  
The heatmap resulting from the execution of LRP can be further analyzed in order to               
provide a qualitative explanation to the prediction. An expert can subjectively describe            
the information shown in the heatmap based on prior knowledge of the input and the               




To evaluate and provide an objective measure of the quality of heatmaps, Samek et al.                
[12] worked on a technique based on region perturbation by flipping the most salient              
pixels in the tested images. This technique showed an inverse relationship between the             
perturbation pixel and the performance of the network. As the perturbation of pixels in              
important regions increases the accuracy of the network declines. Samek's technique           
proved that heatmaps are reliable for well-trained CNN's, and can assess the            
performance of the network based on its quality. While these are meaningful findings,             
heatmaps are still subject to further analysis for particular datasets (in the case of              
satellite imagery given its nature) to uncover and adequately describe the features            
shown in the heatmaps. 
Towards providing a qualitative explanation to the prediction of satellite images, a novel             
methodology is presented in section III. It allows identifying vegetated regions that were             
found to be relevant and shows how important are those regions when compared to all               
relevant pixels in the same channel.  
 
For the rest of this Thesis, Section II presents a proposed network architecture             
specialized in the classification of satellite images, the network that is incorporated into             
the LRP Toolbox framework - Tensorflow wrapper [7]. The resulting relevance after            
applying LRP and a suitable colormap to visualize the relevance are also explained in              
this section. In section III, a technique is proposed to describe quantitatively and             
qualitatively the regions showed as relevant by LRP in satellite images. This technique             






A. Design and Adaptation of Network Architecture to LRP Framework 
The proposed network architecture has five convolutional layers and two fully            
connected layers. The first convolutional layer has 16 kernels of size [3,3], the stride              
size is [1, 2, 2, 1] and padding is SAME. After convoluting the input tensor, ​batch                
normalization is applied in the training phase only, with momentum 0.9 and epsilon             
1e-5. The activation function used is the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) followed by a              
dropout rate of 0.5 in the training phase. Subsequent layers have the same structure as               
the first layer with the addition of different numbers of kernels and using average              
pooling size of 2 with VALID padding and pool stride [1, 2, 2, 1]. A general description is                  
provided in Figure 1.  
 
Convolutional Layer 1​:  kernel [[3x3] k=16]: Batch Normalization: ReLU: (Dropout) 
Convolutional Layer 2: ​ kernel [[3x3] k=32]: Batch Normalization: ReLU: (Dropout): Average Pooling[2,2] 
Convolutional Layer 3: ​ kernel [[3x3] k=64]: Batch Normalization: ReLU: (Dropout): Average Pooling[2,2] 
Convolutional Layer 4:​  kernel [[3x3] k=96]: Batch Normalization: ReLU: (Dropout) 
Convolutional Layer 5:​  kernel [[3x3] k=64]: Batch Normalization: ReLU: (Dropout): Average Pooling[2,2] 
Fully Connected Layer 1:​ [512] 
Fully Connected Layer 2:​ [256] 
FIGURE 1:​ Proposed Network Architecture 
 
 
The network architecture is incorporated into LRP Framework [3] with parameters in            
Figure 2 for SAT 4 and SAT 6, respectively. After training, the resulting model has               
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accuracies of 99.86% for SAT4 and 99.58% for SAT6, both outperform previous work             
[2] developed using CNN  and other frameworks on the same datasets.  
  
 




Learning Rate = 0.0001 
Weights_init = truncated 
normal (stddev=0.01) 
dropout prob (dp)= 0.5 
BN: MOMENTUM = 0.9 








Learning Rate = 0.0001 
Weights_init = truncated 
normal (stddev=0.01) 
dropout prob (dp)= 0.5 
BN: MOMENTUM = 0.9 
BN: Epsilon = 1e-5 
AdamOptimizer     
EPOCHS = 8 
STEPS  = 20100  Accuracy 99.58   Loss 0.007 
FIGURE 2​: Trained Model Parameters and Accuracy for SAT4 and SAT6 
 
 
In the first stages of the design of the network’s architecture, the model reached              
accuracies up to 85%. In some cases, with an accuracy of 85%, it is possible to argue                 
that the model is of good quality. However, after the executing LRP and analyzing the               
resulting relevance of the tested images, the regions showed as relevant were not             
consistent with the input image. Also, the relevance varied significantly among images            
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within the same category. Those results motivated us to continue improving the            
architecture. The final model described in Figure 1 has an accuracy of 99.86% for SAT4               
and 99.58% in SAT6. Therefore, as argued by Bach et al. in [1], LRP contributes to the                 
assessment of the quality CNN models. 
 
B. Image Classification and Relevances. 
After training the model, the entire set of test images for SAT4 and SAT6 are evaluated                 
to obtain classification prediction and relevance per image using the LRP framework [3]             
with the Epsilon method. Figure 3 contains the number of correct predictions for the sets               
of test images, which is proportional to the accuracy of the model. 
 
 SAT 4 SAT 6 
 
Relevance Method:  
Total Samples:   









FIGURE 3​: Evaluating test datasets SAT4 and SAT6 
 
The resulting relevance of an image from SAT4 or SAT6 has size [28, 28, 4] where the                 
third dimension represents the relevance of the Red, Green, Blue, and NIR bands,             
respectively. Recall that relevance is a representation of the degree of contribution of             
every pixel of an input image to the final classification. Even though the relevance of an                
image has four channels, visualizing it as a single image is not an accurate illustration,               
as shown in Figure 4-b.  
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Figure 4-a is the input image in a true-color scheme (RGB), and Figure 4-b shows the                
visualization of the four channels of the relevance composing a single RGBA image.  
 
Analyzing the image in Figure 4-b, the values of a pixel (i) ​in the 1st, 2nd, third, and                  
fourth channels are not equal; hence, they indicate different degrees of relevance. If all              
four channels are stacked in the form of an RGBA image, the resulting visualization              
(Figure 4-b) does not allow to distinguish any relevant region. In contrast with image              
4-c, it shows the relevance of the fourth channel of the relevance where a colormap is                
applied in order to recognize positive and negative pixels. The visualization by            
single-channel makes it easier to observe red pixels that represent higher values of             
contribution towards classification, and blue pixels represent relevance against the final           
classification. Therefore, in our study, every channel/band in the resulting relevance is            
independently visualized and analyzed as they contain different information. 
 
               
 
FIGURE 4​: Visualization of Relevance Channel (Label: Trees) 




For an RGBA test image, Figure 5-a is its representation in true-color composite, Figure              
5-[b, c, d, e] visualize its relevance per channel and ​Figure ​5-e corresponds to the               
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relevance of the NIR band. The values of relevance are scaled to the range [0,255] for                
visualization purposes only. Images in Figure ​5-[b, c, d, e] are shown in a customized               
colormap explained below in Figure 6.  
 
 
FIGURE 5​: Relevance per channel (Label: Trees) 




A custom colormap is used to visualize the relevance per channel. The colormap              
presented in Figure 6 is adapted from the LRP framework [3] where blue color              
represents negative relevance. A darker shade of blue represents pixels that strongly            
speak against a class as it moves away from the center or neutral zone. In contrast, red                 
shades are used to represent relevant pixels where the intensity of the color increases              
as the value of the pixel is more relevant or speaks in favor of the class. Pixel values                  
that have minimal relevance or none are represented in the middle palette with light              
gray. The color map used is the best representation for a clear distinction between              
positive, negative, and neutral relevant pixel values. 
 
 
FIGURE 6​: Color map: lrp_blue_red  
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III- ANALYSIS OF THE IMAGE RELEVANCE 
 
 
In this section, the focus of analysis is the fourth channel of the relevance whose pixel                
values indicate how important it is the information found on the Near Infrared (NIR)              
band towards the classification of the input image.  
 
 
FIGURE 7​: Diagram of Image x and its Resulting Relevance per Channel.  
a) Image, b) relevance, c) NIR band in gray, d) relevance of NIR band. 
 
Figure 7-b shows the channels of the relevance correspondent to the channels of the              
input image in Figure 7-a. Figure 7-c visualizes the NIR channel on grayscale and its               
relevance in Figure 7-d in the custom colormap shown in Figure 6. The NIR channel of                
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an image contains meaningful information, given that vegetation has a high reflectance            
in the near-infrared wavelength region, allowing for it to be observed as the bright areas               
of the channel. The expectation in the resulting relevance is that its fourth channel              
shows positive values of pixels in the same region that correspond to vegetation in the               
NIR channel of the input image. The following technique quantifies the correspondence            
between vegetation and relevant pixels in the NIR channel for images in the test set of                
SAT4 and SAT6. The proportion of relevant vegetation against total vegetation and all             
relevant features indicates how vital the vegetation is in the classification process of an              
image in the datasets. 
 
A. False Color Composite Scheme  
Segmenting vegetation regions allows for the proper selection of pixels that represent            
vegetation in the NIR band. An algorithm is developed to process Color-infrared (CIR)             
images and filter out pixels that do not represent vegetation as explained further. To              
accurately identify pixels that correspond to vegetation in the NIR band, it is necessary              
to make use of a ​False Color Composite (FCC) scheme. FCC schemes rearrange the                
bands of the image, allowing them to visualize information found in wavelengths outside             
the visible spectrum. Color-infrared (CIR) is a type of FCC where the NIR band replaces               
the red channel, and the blue channel is omitted, resulting in a three-channel image              
[Red: NIR band, Green: Red band, Blue: Green band]. Figure 8 presents a set of               
samples for CIR images in every category on the SAT6 dataset. This configuration of              
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channels allows us to observe shades of red that represent vegetation, and the intensity              
of the shades represents the type and state of vegetation presented in the image [36].               
According to [36], “Clear water appears dark-bluish (higher green band reflectance),           
while turbid water appears cyan (higher red reflectance due to sediments) compared to             
clear water. Bare soils, roads, and buildings may appear in various shades of blue,              
yellow, or grey, depending on their composition”.  
Using the CIR scheme to visualize the input images makes it possible to establish the               
regions that contain vegetation in classes like ​Trees, Grassland, ​and Barren land​. The             
Barren land category may contain vegetation on average up to a third of the image.               
Other classes like ​Buildings and ​Roads in SAT6 present small to none regions of              
vegetation and Water bodies do not contain any vegetation. In Figure 8, the left image is                
shown in True-Color and the right image in the CIR scheme. Classes like ​Trees and               
Grassland visualized in CIR scheme show vibrant shades of reds that make it easier for               
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B. Algorithm to Detect Vegetation 
Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) is an open-source library for computer            
vision and machine learning [34]. OpenCV is used to implement an algorithm that             
processes CIR images and identifies vegetation by detecting shades of red. The            
algorithm first evaluated every pixel in the CIR image to determine if it is in the given                 
range of color values. This process results in a mask with black and white pixels. Black                
color indicates regions that do not represent vegetation and white color represents red             
shades in the CIR image. Consequently, the CIR image is filtered with the mask to               
remove colors outside red shades, as shown in Figure 9. ​Segmented CIR is the              
resulting filtered image.  
True Color Color-infrared (CIR) Mask Segmented CIR  
    




​OpenCV requires to set a color format in order to execute the algorithm. The color                
format HSV (​Hue, Saturation, and Value​) is used to establish the range in which the               




Hue Range [0°, 360°] 
Saturation Range [0,255]  
Value Range [0,255] 




As observed in Figure 11, red hues lie at both ends of the color palette; therefore, to                 
detect red, it is necessary to establish two different ranges. OpenCV, in particular, uses              





Red Hue Range 1: [0, 15]  
Red Hue Range 2: [160, 180] 
Saturation   
 
Saturation Range 1: [30, 255] 
Saturation Range 2: [30, 255] 
Value  




Value Range 2: [109, 255] 
FIGURE 11​: Selecting ranges for shades of Red in HSV Format 
 
From ranges described in Figure 11, the lower and upper limits in which red colors lie                
are determined:  
Range 1: lower red HSV [0,  30, 109]  - Upper red HSV [15,  255, 255] 
Range 2: lower red HSV [160, 30, 109] - Upper red HSV [180, 255, 255] 
CIR images are converted from RGB to HSV format to be further processed. The value               
of every pixel is evaluated to obtain the mask of the CIR image. If the pixel value lies                  
either in the lower or upper range, then it is marked as white to indicate that it has a red                    
shade. Also, for values outside the ranges, those are marked as black. The mask is               
then used to filter pixels in the CIR image that do not represent vegetation. Finally, the                
filtered image is converted from HSV to RGB format for further analysis. A sample of               
this type of image is found in Figure 9 (masked CIR). The segmentation of the images                 
allows getting a more accurate selection for bright areas that represent vegetation, as             
explained forward in this technique. Figure 12 shows the resulting samples of            
segmented CIR images for every class in SAT4 and SAT6 data. 
 
CLASS Trees Grassland Buildings 
TRUE COLOR 




      
SEGMENTED 
      
 
CLASS  Barren Land  Roads Water Bodies 
TRUE COLOR 
      
CIR 
      
SEGMENTED 
      
 
FIGURE 12:​ Sample classes of SAT4 and SAT6 -​ ​Segmented Vegetation  
 
C. Intersection of Vegetation Segments and their Relevance 
The location of the vegetation segments is evaluated against the location of its             
corresponding relevance. Figure 13 is the visualization of the process of finding the             
correlation between vegetated regions and their relevance. A segmented CIR image of            
the class ​Trees is observed in Figure 13-a with the relevance of its NIR channel in 13-b.                 
Figure 13-c is the representation in a green colormap of the vegetation in 13-a for               
visualization purposes. Figure 13-d shows the positive relevance of 13-b. The           
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intersection of vegetation and its positive relevance is shown in Figure 13-e, where             
orange color denotes pixels that lied in areas with vegetation (13-c) and had positive              
values of relevance(13-d). Green pixels are vegetation that is not relevant, and pixels             
with shades of red show relevance of other elements different than vegetation. Pixels             
with low intensity of red shades indicate minimal relevance. 
 
Color-infrared (CIR) Relevance of NIR Channel Intersection Image 
      
  
FIGURE 13​: Intersection of Vegetated Segments (c) and Its Positive Relevance (d). Tree Class.  
 
 
Samples of the resulting intersection of vegetated areas and its relevance are shown in              
Figure 14. Figure 14-a is the segmented NIR band in the green colormap, 14-b its               
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(a) (b) (c) 
 
Class Water Bodies 
FIGURE 14​: Intersection of Vegetation (a) and its Relevance (b) 
 
D. The Proportion of Relevant Vegetation vs. Total Vegetation Segments 
This ratio indicates the proportion of vegetation pixels that are relevant in an image              
against its total number of vegetation pixels. In equation 4 and Figure 15, the number of                
intersection pixels is the count from ​orange pixels, and the number of pixels in the               
vegetation segment in NIR is the count of green pixels: 
 
   
roportion                         P =  Number of  Relevant V egetation P ixelsTotal Number of  P ixels in vegetation segment (NIR band)  
  





                                                       Number of  Relevant V egetation  P ixels   
---------------------------------------------------                             =          ------------------------------------  
otal Number of  P ixels in vegetation segment (NIR band)  T
                                                                                                                      
 
    Proportion of  Relevant V egetation in Total V egetation Segments  =  
  
FIGURE 15​: Proportion of Relevant Vegetation in Total Vegetation Segments 
 
 
The proportion of relevant vegetation against the total vegetation per image is            
calculated for all images in the test set, and the results were plotted using density               
curves, as shown in Figure 16. The proportion of relevant vegetation against total             
vegetation segments in the class of ​Trees ​is distributed in the range of [0.4 to 1.0] and                 
have a center of tendency in the range [0.6 to 0.7]. These values indicated that for the                 
majority of images in the class, more than 40% of its vegetation segments are relevant,               
and the concentration of relevant vegetation is in the range of 60 to 70%. 
 
Grassland class has a moderately distributed density of ratios in the range [0.2 to 1]               
with a center of tendency in the range [0.7, 1.0]. A significant number of images in this                 
class have a greater than 40% of vegetation as relevant with a concentration above              
70%. These outcomes indicate that vegetation in ​Grassland class ​is an essential            
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element for the classification as it is in the ​class of Trees​. 
In contrast, classes like ​Barren Land, Buildings, and Roads, ​where the presence of             
vegetation is small, their density lines have a center of tendency close to zero. A few                
values of density were found to be spread in the ​ratio axis in ranges [0.5 to 0.9]. The                  
behavior of the density curve indicates that while vegetation is part of the relevant              
features of this class, it is not an essential factor for classification, as observed in Figure                
16. 
The class of ​Water Bodies ​has a density curve with the center of tendency around zero,                
confirming that in fact, vegetation is not a characteristic of classification in this category.              
Water bodies' density curve is omitted in Figure 16, allowing us to observe the behavior               
of other classes, (see​ ​Appendix​ 1 and 2 for a complete graph). 
 
 
FIGURE 16​: Proportion of Relevant Vegetation vs. Total Vegetation Segment per Class 
 
 
The graph of the density curves in Figure 16 indicates the proportion of vegetation              
pixels that are relevant against the total number of pixels in the vegetation segments in               
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every category of images in SAT6 data for the testing set. 
 
E. The Proportion of Relevant Vegetation vs. All Relevant Features in Fourth           
Channel 
This ratio results from the evaluation of relevant vegetation and the pixel values in the               
4th channel of relevance that represents the important features in the NIR band of the               
image. In equation 5 and Figure 17, the number of relevant vegetation pixels is the               
count from orange pixels, and the number of all positive, relevant pixels are represented              
in red color. 
 
   
 
roportion                            P =  Number of  Relevant V egetationTotal Number of  Relevant P ixels in 4th channel  
  
EQUATION 5​: Proportion of Relevant Vegetation vs. Total Relevance in the 4th Channel 
 
 
                                                         Number of  Intersection  P ixels   
---------------------------------------------------                  =                  ------------------------------  
 otal Number of  Relevant P ixels in 4th channel  T
                                                                                                           
 Ratio of  Relevant V egetation vs. Total Relevance in 4th Channel  =  
  




The ​ratio of relevant vegetation vs. ​total relevance in the 4th channel ​indicates how ​significant                          
vegetation is among the relevant pixels. The density curves resulting from the            
evaluation of this ratio over all testing images are shown in Figure 18. The density               
curves of the classes of ​Trees and ​Grassland show that vegetation is vital. The class of                
Trees shows a concentrated number of images with a ratio in ranges [0.5 to 1.0]. Also,                
Grassland shows ratios distributed in the range from [0.0 to 1.0] with a leading center of                
the tendency towards 1.0 and the second tendency towards 0.1. A significant proportion             
of images in the ​Grassland category has more than 50% of the relevant pixels in               
vegetated regions. The resulting values for ​Trees and ​Grassland indicate that           
vegetation is the most significant feature in their classification process. 
The majority of the images in classes like ​Buildings, Barren land, Roads​, and ​Water              
bodies showed low importance on vegetation. The positive relevance in these classes is             
mostly outside the vegetated areas, indicating that vegetation is not a determinant factor             
in the classification process. The class of ​Buildings has a range of value ratios between               
0 and 0.2 with a center of the tendency towards zero, the classes of ​Barren land and                 
Roads have a majority of values in the range of [0, 0.1] with a center of the tendency                  
towards zero. The class of Water bodies is omitted in Figure 18, given the values of                










FIGURE 18​: Ratio of Relevant Vegetation vs Total Positive Relevance per Class. SAT6 
 
Figure 19 shows more detailed results per class. It contains density curves for relevant              





A: Trees  
 








E: Barren Land 
 
F: Buildings 
FIGURE 19​: Ratio of Relevant Vegetation vs Total Positive Relevance per Class 
 
 
From the density curves for the class of ​Trees in Figure 19-A, it can be seen that for                  
most of the images in this class, between 40% and 100% of vegetation is relevant.               
Furthermore, more than 50% of all resulting relevance in this class, between 50% and              
100% of their relevant pixels, corresponds to vegetation. Note that not all vegetation is              
relevant and not all relevant features correspond only to vegetation.  
The density curves of the classes ​Roads, Barren land​, and ​Buildings in subplots D, E,               
and F, respectively, present a similar pattern. The density curves of these classes show              
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that the presence of vegetation has minimal relevance. Also, the features found to be              
relevant in their 4th channel have small significance where results have a strong             
tendency towards zero center. 
 
In general, when analyzing the ​4th channel ​of the resulting relevance of an image for               
SAT4 or SAT6, it is found that pixels with higher values of relevance represent the               
presence of vegetation in images. Also, the proportion of relevant vegetation against the             
total relevant features represents the contribution of vegetation to the classification of            
the image. For classes like ​Trees and ​Grassland​, the importance of vegetation falls in              
ranges between 50% and 100%, which is quite different from other classes like ​Roads,              
Barren land, Buildings, ​and Water Bodies​, where the importance of the vegetation is             













By Incorporating our proposed network architecture to the LRP-toolbox framework [7]            
and analyzing the resulting relevance for testing images, we are able to improve the              
initial network design and increase accuracies from approximately 85% to 99.58% for            
SAT6 and 99.86% for SAT4. The network can detect and learn features that are              
representative of the categories of SAT4 and SAT6 datasets for the classification            
process, and does not make decisions based on artifacts. While heatmaps give a better              
intuition about what has been learned by the network, it is necessary to note that the                
type of colormap used for its visualization has a significant influence. The colormap             
allows an expert to recognize essential relevant features intuitively. In our present work,             
a custom colormap from the LRP wrapper [7] is used to provide the right amount of                
contrast between negative, neutral, and positive relevance. 
 
The technique presented in this Thesis validates that vegetation is the most salient             
feature in categories like ​Trees and ​Grassland​, and it is a characteristic that the network               
learned in the training phase. This technique quantifies the importance of vegetation in             
the classification process of the ​Trees and ​Grassland in contrast to classes like ​Roads,              
Buildings, and Barren lands​. Also, the Near Infra-red band is confirmed to be useful              
which provides information found outside of the visible spectrum that helps to uncover             




We are interested in two directions for future work. First, in order to exclude pixels with                
low values of relevance that are close to the neutral zone, a threshold can be added to                 
the technique. Those pixels have minimal contribution to the end classification and            
influence the results on the quantitative analysis of features that are found as relevant              
by the LRP framework. Second, additional masks can be created to segment the NIR              
band to identify soil, clear and sedimented water, types of vegetation, buildings, and             
roads. The segmentation will contribute to establishing the importance of these           
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